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In this article, we expose some of the issues raised by the critics of the neoclassical approach
to rational agent modeling and we propose a formal approach for the design of arti cial
rational agents that includes some of the functions of emotions found in the human system.
We suggest that emotions and rationality are closely linked in the human mind (and in the
body, for that matter) and, therefore, need to be included in architectures for designing
rational arti cial agents, whether these agents are to interact with humans, to model
humans’ behaviors and actions, or both.
We describe an Affective Knowledge Representation (AKR) scheme to represent emotion
schemata, which we developed to guide the design of a variety of socially intelligent arti cial
agents. Our approach focuses on the notion of ``social expertise’ ’ of socially intelligent agents
in terms of their external behavior and internal motivational goal-based abilities. AKR, which
uses probabilistic frames, is derived from combining multiple emotion theories into a
hierarchical model of affective phenomena useful for arti cial agent design. AKR includes
a taxonomy of affect, mood, emotion, and personality, and a framework for emotional state
dynamics using probabilistic Markov Models.

INTRODUCTION
Until recently, most modern scienti®c theories followed the ``Cartesian
Mission’’ of the seventeenth century, which worked hard to establish indubitable objective truths about the world ``out there.’’ Placing reason on a
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pedestal (with thinkers such as Descartes, Newton, and others of their contemporaries), rationalism was indeed necessary in order to allow science to
build itself up against the old generation of mythical and mystical thought,
turning its back on the ``delusive’’ world of senses and perception, and relying
on mathematical properties of the real world which could be trusted. From
the rationalist perspective, the human intellectual mind was a re¯ection of the
real world, a world of mathematical properties at odds with the false testimony of the senses. Reason and intellect, in the Cartesian tradition, was
opposed to emotions and feelings, which undermined the latter, with the
disruptive ``passions of the soul.’’
Since then, however, many scientists have become increasingly interested
in notions, such as chaos in physics (which looks at the other side of order),
emotions, and the unconscious in psychology, sociology, and cognitive science
(which question human rationality in its classical sense) (Tomkins and Izard
1966; Arnold 1960; Plutchik 1980; Izard 1977; Ekman et al. 1971; Leventhal
and Tomarken 1986; Frijda 1986; Ekman et al. 1994; Zajonc 1980; Frijda
1986; de Sousa 1990; Damasio 1994; Lutz 1985; Ortony et al. 1988; Collins
1975; Barbalet 1998); metaphors in linguistics (which can shape human
thought) (Lako 1987); cognitive e ects of emergent neurological patterns in
philosophy, arti®cial intelligence (AI, henceforth), and neuroscience (which
strongly questions the Cartesian three-century-old ``mind-body problem’’)
(Rorty 1979; Rumelhart and McClelland 1986); the e ects of cognition on the
body proper in medicine and Eastern philosophy; the in¯uence of individuals’
beliefs in shaping the macro-economy in economics (which relates utility with
dynamic individuals’ preferences) (Arthur 1995), situated cognition in
anthropology, AI, and robotics (which looks at cognition as emerging from a
continuous interaction between the cognizing and its environment) (Clancey
1997; Hutchins 1995; Varela 1989; Varela et al. 1991; Brooks 1987; Clark
1996); and a ective computing in computer science which studies ``computing
that relates to, arises from, or deliberately in¯uences emotions’’ (Picard 1997).
Some scientists in these disciplines are working to reframe the questions
raised by the scienti®c community and account for an endogeneous understanding of reality, in contrast with Cartesian-Newtonian science concerned
with ®nding objective properties of reality. This shift of attention brings
about a focus on the irregular side of natureÐ the discontinuous and the
erratic, as well as the unconscious side of human nature. Connections
between the di erent kinds of irregularities are being sought by turning to a
science of chaos, i.e., a science of process rather than state.
In this article, we focus on the importance of emotional intelligence for
the overall human performance in tasks, such as rational decision making,
communicating, negotiating, and adapting to unpredictable environments.
As a result, we claim that people can no longer be modeled as pure goaldriven, task-solving agents: they also have emotive reasons for their choices
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and behavior, which (more often than not, we will discuss) participate in their
rational decision making (Mandler 1975).
We expose some of the issues raised by the critics of the neo classical
approach to rational agent modeling and propose a formal approach for the
design of arti®cial rational agents that includes some of the functions of
emotions found in the human system. We suggest that emotions and
rationality are closely linked in the human mind (and in the body, for that
matter) (Korzybski 1933) and, therefore, need to be included in architectures
for designing rational arti®cial agents, whether these agents are to interact
1
with humans, to model humans’ behaviors and actions, or both.
We describe an A ective Knowledge Representation (AKR) scheme to
represent emotion schemata, which we developed to guide the design of a
variety of socially intelligent arti®cial agents. Our approach focuses on the
notion of ``social expertise’’ of socially intelligent agents in terms of their
external behavior and internal motivational goal-based abilities. AKR, which
uses probabilistic frames, is derived from combining multiple emotion theories into a hierarchical model of a ective phenomena useful for arti®cial
agent design. AKR includes a taxonomy of a ect, mood, emotion, and
personality, and a framework for emotional state dynamics using probabilistic Markov Models.

NORMATIVE RATIONAL AGENT MODELING
Normative theories (di erent from descriptive psychological ones) have
been proposed to account for rationality in terms of both reasoning and
decision making: formal logic and decision theory, respectively (JohnsonLaird and Sha®r 1993). Since we are interested in the ways in which humans
make decisions and how a ect enters the rational framework (which we will
argue in a later section), we are not interested in reasoning which, busy with
drawing valid inferences through the rules of logic, does not interact with
a ect.
Rational decision making, on the other hand, is highly in¯uenced by
a ect and models of such processes need to include its role. In order to set
our framework, we ®rst describe the neoclassical approach to rational agent
modeling, its assumptions, and advantages. We will later show how it can be
enhanced and modi®ed to include the impact of a ect in rational decisions.
Normative neo classical theory of agent modeling is based on decision
theory (DT, henceforth), itself based upon the notion of choice as determining actions and pictured in Figure 1. In short, a rational agent is one who,
given its beliefs about the environment, chooses an action in such a way as to
maximize its desires or subjective expected utility (SEU). SEU is an expression of the subjective probability of an outcome associated with a choice, and
of its utility in terms of the value or pay-o to the decision maker. The beliefs
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FIGURE 1. Rational utility-based agent.

themselves must be optimal, that is, unbiased by the ``hot’’ mistakes caused
by motivational biases, shown with the blocked arrow from desires to beliefs
in Figure 1.

Axioms of the Normative Rationalist Model
Following the Logical Positivist tradition Ðwhich holds that all knowledge can be characterized by logical theories connected to observation sentences themselves corresponding to sensory inputs Ð some axioms of the
neoclassical theory can be formulated and considered either as truths or as
assumed truths (Lane and Max®eld 1995).
Short of some more technical points, the axioms of the theory can be
encapsulated as follows:
1. At any point time, an agent is in some state of the world s 2 S, where S is
the set of all possible states of the world.
2. Because the entire world is not always known nor observable, each state
of the world is associated with probability distributions over the states of
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the world, P(S), quantifying how likely each of these states are (see
Figure 1).
3. One of these distributions, say Pc …S†…2 P†, speci®es which of these states
are currently possible and how likely they are. Thus Pc …S† fully describes
the information the agent has about the present state of the world (or the
environment).
4. Every action an agent takes is the result of a choice.
5. In order to choose an action, an agent must:
° Decide upon a ®nite set of available acts, the action space A,
containing all of the possible distinct actions ai that the agent can take
at time t.
° Associate consequences with each potential action ai 2 A:
± for each action, identify all possible resulting states;
± project the likelihood of each possible resulting state using a
function,
Proj: P…S† £ A ! P…S†, which gives another probability distribution Pi …S†…2 P†, also over S.
In addition, in neo classical theories, agents are assumed to be perfectly
rational beings. Rationality imposes constraints upon the kinds of behavior
an agent can exhibit. One way to ensure the notion of rationality is to impose
an axiomatized table of the result of each choice (the possible resulting states
of the world) associated with objective values (i.e. real numbers). In other
words, rational agents are considered to obey some external and contextindependent preference order. Hence, another axiom can be expressed as
follows to address the notion of rationality:
6. An agent’s rationality is insured by assuming that the agent must choose
an action depending on a predetermined value of the consequences associated with the action calculated with a utility function U : S ! R, such
¤
that it chooses the action a , that maximizes the expected utility of the
result:
X
¤
j
… 1†
a ˆ ArgMax
p i U… s j † ;
ai 2A

s 2S

j

where the pi is the probability that the projected distribution Pi …S† assigns to
a state sj 2 S.
The elements de®ned above are su cient to formally de®ne the rational
decision-making situations of an agent:
Decision-making situation de®nition. A decision-making situation of an
agent is a quadruple: D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj; Ui, where S; Pc …S†, A, Proj and U
are as de®ned above.
Given its decision-making situation, an agent can compute its best
¤
rational action, a , as speci®ed in Equation 1. This computation, however,
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can be fairly complex, and certainly computationally expensive. In a multiagent environment, for example, all of the information the agent has about
the physical environment and about the other agents could be relevant and
impact the expected utilities of alternatives courses of action. Sometimes the
agent may have information about the other agents’ state of knowledge,
which is also potentially relevant (Castelfranchi and Muller 1993). Given
these complexities, a mechanism for managing the agent’s computational
resources is needed. We suggest that emotional states provide for such ability,
as we follow others in the ®eld of AI who have started the tradition (Simon
1967; Sloman 1990; Picard 1997).

Assumptions of the Normative Rationalist Model
A variety of assumptions about decisions are made in the neoclassical
rationalist model. We now describe some of the most salient ones, also discussed in a variety of works, in particular in Tversky and Kahneman (1986)
and Johnson-Laird and Sha®r (1993):
° An agent’s choice between di erent options should depend only on those
states in which they yield di erent outcomes. This is because if any state of
the world yields the same outcome regardless of one’s choice, it should be
canceled, or eliminated from further consideration.
° Di erent but logically identical representations of the same choice situation, or di erent methods or eliciting a choice, should yield the same
invariant preferences.
Another important assumption that the normative model makes in order to
insure an agent’s rationalist concerns consistency:
° An agent’s consistency asserts that if an agent chooses action a today, he or
she will choose a again tomorrow.
So far however, the model imposes no constraints on equilibrium. In
order to get much an equilibrium, a further assumption has to be made at the
macro-level, i.e., that all people are alike and that there does exist an
objective probability distribution ``out there.’’ With this added assumption,
preferences are assumed to be homogeneous among di erent individuals.
That is to say that:
° An agents’ homogeneity is established by assuming that individual agents,
given the same information, will reach the same interpretation, will reason
toward the same conclusion, will develop the same preferences and, ®nally,
will act and react in a similar manner with the rest of the individual
agents. Interestingly, as discussed in the next section, emotions are socially
contagious and seem to account for such agents’ homogeneity.
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By assuming clone-like identical agents, with de®ned constraints and
perfectly rational behavior, it becomes possible to globally predict individual
behavior. From this global prediction, assessement of the state of the world
can be made such that social equilibrium is reached. This is a theory referred
to in agent modeling and economics as Rational Expectations.
° Rational Expectations are expectations formed by agents about other
agents in a rational way, i.e., such that the value of the consequences of
their choice is well-de®ned, established in advance, and shared by every
other active agent. In this fashion, the expectations of individuals about a
particular situation coincide in creating a stable world which validates
2
them as predictions.
It is usually pointed out that resource limitations (e.g., time or energy),
prevents maximization in the ®rst place. In order to account for some
quasi-rational behavior, variations of the original model came to life.
These variations led to the theory refered to as Bounded Rationality
(Newell and Simon 1972).
° Bounded Rationality takes into account the computational limitations of
agents in assessing their choice situation, and addresses the combinatorial
explosion of generating all the possible consequences of an action. Arthur
(1994) describes the kind of strategies used to calculate the value of choices,
such as inductive reasoning.
Advantages of the Normative Rationalist Model
While conscious that such assumptions about agents’ preferences (and,
therefore, actions) are somewhat unrealistic, the advocates of the neo classical model do not claim that such agents are real, but that if the assumptions
were valid in the real world (or market), the neo classical model would give
good predictions about the real world, with a high degree of certainty.
Another way the model is considered useful is to assume that the model is
not descriptive, i.e., not about how people behave, but rather prescriptive,
i.e., about how they should behave according to some rationalistic ``etiquette’’
of normal behavior. This model of human behavior also posits that people will
be very good at discovering ways in which they can advance their interests,
even if it means being amoral, ignoring rules, breaking agreements, and employing guile, manipulation, and deception if they see personal gain in doing so.
The decision-theoretic rationalist model is the mathematical companion
to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century utilitarian philosophy,
which imposes an ``invisible hand’’ and equates rationality with self-interest,
albeit self-damaging or irrational preferences might divert the agent from its
actions.
Interestingly, even though it characterizes people as merely motivated by
narrow sel®sh concerns and quite clever and unprincipled in their pursuit of
their goals, theories based on perfect rationality are surprisingly successful in
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generating explanations and speci®c predictions about organizations and
economies.
Finally, the quantitative representations of probability and utility, along
with the procedures for computing these, are also considered useful for the
treatment of very simple decision problem, but they are less successful in
more complicated and realistic cases found in everyday life.

View 1: Rationality Is the Opposite of Emotion
The very root of the normative rationalist model can be traced back to
the major in¯uence of seventeenth century French philosopher, ReneÂ Descartes. Descartes, with the intention to question the dogmas of the church
fathers by his method of systematic doubt, viewed the body as a complex
automatonÐ a machineÐ and the mind as an independent entity with rules
of its own and capable of generating thoughts and ideas. In 1637, his Discourse on Method was published, soon followed by his Meditations, both
works strongly in¯uencing the mind set of our entire Western culture:
From that [truth ``I think therefore I am’’] I knew that I was a substance,
the whole essence or nature of which is to think, and that for its existence
there is no need of any place, nor does it depend on any material thing; so
that this ``me’’, that is to say, the soul by which I am what I am, is entirely
distinct from the body, and is even more easy to know than is the latter, and
even if body were not, the soul would not cease to be what it is. (Descartes
1637)

Historically, this split of the individual created what is typically referred
to as the mind-body problem, but which Lisetti likes to refer to as the
anti-body problem: the notion that people can exist without their bodies
proper so that they can ignore (sometimes even disrespect) the close bidirectional interactions between body and mind. Cartesianism further led to the
emergence of the domination of the rational scienti®c thought where ``clear
and distinct ideas’’ were valued more than the humanities which seemed to
lack these ``clear and distinct’’ qualities (Levi-Strauss 1978).
The legacy of the Cartesian identi®cation of the mind with consciousness
is that most people (unlike cognitive and social psychologists) believe that
their conscious feelings and judgments control their actions. Instrospection
``obviously’’ delivers them to us as part of immediate experience. Unfortunately, this claim is unstainable as most individuals are not aware of how
they reason, nor sometimes of how they feel. Introspection and self-report
have proven over and over to be unreliable in these matters (Mandler 1975).
They can only provide cues to our underlying processes.
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Furthermore, a de®nition of persons as thinking beings entails that
emotion disrupts reason, and, therefore, if persons are to remain reasonable,
that the in¯uence of emotion must be removed from them, or they become
romantic, helplessly led by their misleading and unruled emotions. Emotion,
in this perspective, is understood to arise not from the mind, but from the
body proper, a compelling force leading the persons away from the decisions
they make, the reasons they have, the choices they make, and responsible for
disrupting the rational calculations they could perform, if only emotions did
not get in the way.
To be sure, a ective phenomena such as moods and emotions can often
in¯uence us negatively when these are experienced as ``out of control’’ or turn
into disorder (Loewenstein 1996). During the Dark Ages of the Cartesian
rationalist tradition, this dysfunctional view of emotions has been the sole
one considered.
It is currently fully acknowledged scienti®cally (Clark 1996), however,
that Cartesianism created an unnatural split between the mind and the body,
between the senses and the intellect, and between reason, rationality, and
emotions. In his famous, ``Je pense, donc je suis,’’ Descartes placed the human
reason at the center of human being, not only discarding the emotional realm
of life as a central part of existence, but also mindlessly ignoring the nature of
the ``I’’ that thinks.
Our insistence on the signi®cance of emotion in social and cognitive processes is not necessarily, however, an acceptance of a romantic disposition
which rejects the assumption that society and individual could be ordered by
rational principles and instead acclaims emotion as the sole basis of value and
conduct. This is the reason we feel the need to introduce a new notation or term,
namely, rational 1, to de®ne a way in which people can be both rational,
i.e., acting reasonably, and emotional, i.e., taking advantage of the a ective
phenomena they experience during rational problem-solving situations.

WHAT IS A RATIONAL AGENT? TOWARD DESCRIPTIVE
RATIONAL1 AGENT MODELING
We are motivated by the desire to depart from the durable three-centuryold Cartesian rationalist tradition, which holds (among other tenets) that
emotion is the opposite of rationality. Such view is ultimately unsustainable
because those who wish to suppress emotion in fully realizing reason, are
typically engaged by an emotional commitment to the project.
In the conventions that shape our Western thoughts, rationality and
emotion are alternativesÐ one is de®ned by what the other is not. However,
there are at least two other possible relationships between emotion and
rationality, which are much more creditable than the one usually claimed to
be. These two views are that (i) rationality requires emotional guidance, and
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(ii) that rationality and emotions are continuous. But, ®rst, let us introduce a
new notation that will make our perspective easier to grasp.

Humans Are Rational1
We continue the debate about what it means to be rational in human
reasoning and decision making by acknowledging, like Evans et al. (1993)
before us, the confusion that two implicit de®nitions of rationality has
brought about.
We suggest to rename ``rationality’’ as rationality 1, such that it refers to
reasoning in a way which helps one to achieve one’s goals as opposed to
rationality 2, which refers to reasoning in a way which conforms to a supposedly appropriate normative system such as formal logic, for example
(Evans et al. 1993).
Our new term rationality 1 can now refer to phenomena not considered
previously in the de®nition of rationality (usually understood as rationality 2
above). In particular, rationality 1 includes the role that emotions play in
rationality in their plethora of ways during the human decision making
3
process.
In Lisetti and Gmytrasiewicz (2000), we adumbrated an approach toward
a more descriptive model of rational agents by including the role of emotions
in their decision-making situations and actions. We introduced the notion of
emotional transformation which we now describe, and which we will connect
to our views on the role of emotions in rationality 1 in the next sub-sections.
We assume that the emotional transformations themselves are triggered
by some input, IN, that the agent experiences, which can be external (e.g., the
sight of a face) or internal (e.g., the realization that an emotion is justi®ed).
Let us denote as D the set of all decision situations D, as de®ned previously; we postulate that each D 2 D corresponds to an emotional transformation. Further, let IN be the set of all possible inputs.
Emotional transformation de®nition. An emotional transformation is a
¤
function EmotTrans: D £ IN ! D:
An emotional transformation, therefore, associates an emotional state
with a decision-making situation. An emotional transformation changes one
decision-making situation, where an agent is in an emotional state, into
another one. A ect (less ®ne-grained than emotion, explained in the next
section) is experienced primarily and ongoingly (Zajonc 1984).
Given an initial emotional state, D, and a (possibly empty) history of
0
inputs IN, the value of the EmotTrans function is EmotTrans …D; IN† ˆ D ,
0
0
where D is the agent’s new emotional state. D may di er from D in a
number of ways. We look at some possibilities that correspond to some of the
more intuitive emotional states in the next two sub-sections.
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It is important to note that the association of some emotions with such
transformations does not account for all of the richness of emotions in
humans, but rather concerns only emotions that impact the agent’s decisionmaking processes. Aesthetic emotions, such as awe, for example, are not
considered in this framework.
We now discuss the two new approaches to the relationship between
emotion and rationality: (i) emotion supports rationality by providing it with
salience and goal formation, and (ii) emotion and rationality are continuous
with each other, and o er di erent ways of looking at the same thing.

View 2: Rationality 1 Requires Emotional Guidance
Indeed, contrary to the Cartesian rationalist tradition, rationality 1 and
emotion can be considered not as necessarily opposed, but clearly di erent
faculties, and their di erences can be considered as allowing each to serve a
division of labor in which their distinct capacities contribute to a uni®ed
outcome.
In our current article we develop a formal framework within the original
rational agent paradigm which, fully acknowledging that the distinction
between rationality 1 and emotion is at least blurred and not sharp, formalizes
some of the interactions between emotion and rationality 1 in the decisionmaking process illustrated in Figure 2.
1. Emotions In¯ uence Attention Processes: Transformations of the Set of the
States of the World S
There is growing evidence in neuroscience that there is no ``pure reason’’
in the healthy human brain Ðemotions are vital for healthy rational human
thinking, behavior, and decision making (Damasio 1994). There are descending and ascending pathways in the neural mechanisms of emotions
which intertwine with other mechanims responsible for cognitive processes,
such that they cannot really be considered separately (Derryberry and Tucker
1992). While the descending pathways in¯uence processes, such as attribution
and appraisal, the ascending pathways are strongly linked with memory
and attention. We illustrate this notion in Figure 2 with our dotted arrow
(labeled 1), from ``A ect’’ to ``Sensors=Percepts.’’
0
Formally, these are transformations EmotTrans …D; IN† ˆ D such that:
D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj; Ui;

and

0
0
D ˆ hPc …S †; A; Proj; Ui:

An emotional transformation that implements the perceptual reduction
0
of the possible states of the world is one in which S » S. For example, the
e ects of anxiety on attention (and the e ects of depression on recall for that
matter) have been studied extensively (Williams et al. 1996). Anxiety can
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FIGURE 2. Rational 1 utility-based agent with a ect.

increase the chances of perceiving negative information, whereas depression
has been found to lead to recall of more negative information. Therefore,
anxiety and depression bias information processing towards negative aspects
of the self and of the environment (Daniels and Guppy 1997). When an agent
passes from an emotional state of say, sadness, to one of anxiety, the agent
0
0
reduces the set of the states of the world to S » S, where S contains only
states associated with mostly negative valence.
Interestingly, the same is true about positive states. Enthusiasm is associated with optimistic evaluations of the environment (Munz et al. 1996) and
greater creativity (Estrada et al. 1996). So when an agent passes from an
emotional state of say, neutral, to one of joy or enthusiasm, the agent reduces
0
0
the set of the states of the world to S » S, where S contains mostly states
associated with positive valence.
2a. Emotions Enable Us to Choose Among Options None of which Is Rationally
Superior to the Other: Transformations of the Action Space A.
de Sousa (1990) summarizes this view by writing that ``Emotions are
among mechanisms that control the crucial factor of salience among what
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would otherwise be an unmanageable plethora of objects of attention,
interpretation, and strategies of inference and conduct.’’ Information and
action, therefore, cannot organize themselves, and a crucial organizational
function is performed by emotions. This notion is represented in Figure 2 by
the dotted arrow (labeled 2) from ``A ect’’ to ``Information.’’
The somatic markers hypothesis proposed by Damasio (1994) brings
another contribution to the notion that emotional guidance helps rationality.
Somatic markers (those emotionally borne physical sensations which ``tell’’
those who experience them that an event is likely to lead to pleasure or pain)
precede thought and reason. They do not replace inference or calculation, but
they enhance decision making by drastically reducing the number of options
for consideration.
At their best, feelings point us in the proper direction, take us to the appropriate place in a decision-making space, where we may put the instrument of logic to good use. (Damasio 1994)

A transformation of the action space A is achieved, for example, by
narrowing the set of alternative actions considered to encompass only a small
subset of all of the actions, predisposes the agent to take action from this
smaller set. This constitutes the action tendency that the emotion invokes in
the agent, as postulated by Frijda (1986), and explained in further detail in
the section ``Functional Attributes and Action Tendencies.’’
0
Formally, these are transformations EmotTrans …D; IN† ˆ D such that:
D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj; Ui;

and

0
0
D ˆ hPc …S†; A ; Proj; Ui:

An emotional transformation that implements an action tendency is one for
0
which A » A. For example, an agent becoming angry may result in it considering only a subset of its behavioral alternatives, say, ones of aggressive
nature. In the extreme, narrowing the set A to a single action implements a
behavioral condition-response rule, similar to very basic re¯ex-like a ective
state (e.g., avoid pain, seek pleasure). Such emotional transformation is
0
obtained when A is a singleton set, containing only one behavior. This is an
implementation of an emotional condition-action rule, which results in the
agent’s being capable of performing only a single behavior.
Another intuitive special case of such transformation is one that results in
the agent’s deliberating in a more short-term fashion, such as if being rushed
0
0
or panicked under time pressure. Formally we have: 8ai 2 A : ta0i µ tai , which
states that the time horizon of alternative plans considered has diminished.
This is characteristic of human decision makers; people frequently become
more shortsighted when they are rushed or panicked, since they have no time
to consider long-term e ects of their alternative behaviors.
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2b. Emotions as Tie-Breaker Can Also Be Formalized with Transformations
of the Probabilities of States
The idea behind this transformation is that changing these probabilities,
for instance, by simplifying them, can be helpful, and save time under time
0
pressure. Formally, these are transformations EmotTrans…D; IN† ˆ D such
that
D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj; Ui;

0
0
0
D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj ; U i:

The most radical simpli®cation is one that makes the most likely state to
be the only possible state or result. This corresponds to considering only the
most likely result of action and neglecting all less likely states and is often
observed in human decision makers.
3. People Act Rationally to Acquire Optimal Emotional Dispositions
and/ or to Maximize Their Positive Emotional Experiences: Transformations
of the Utility Functions U
The intuition behind this transformation is that emotions and feelings
both implement U, as well as modify it. Humans evaluate desirability of
states by having positive or negative feelings about them. This notion is
represented in Figure 2 by the dotted arrow (labeled 3) from ``A ect’’ to
``Desires.’’
Positive or negative emotions, or moods, may alter these evaluations by,
say, decreasing them, as in melancholic or depressed moods (when everything
looks bleak), or increasing them, as in elated or happy moods. It has indeed
been observed that when people are happy, their perception is biased at
4
selecting happy events, similarly for negative emotions (Bower 1981).
Frequently, it is convenient to represent the utility function, U, as
depending on a small number of attributes of the states of the world, as
opposed to depending on the states themselves. For example, some humans
may prefer, say, all of the states in which they have more money, and are
more famous. The attributes, say wealth and fame, are then convenient
factors in terms of which the utility function can be expressed.
The formalism can also be used to model agents who value inner state
quality (versus external material quantity), such as feeling healthy, loved, and
loving. In this case, the attributes are then subjective attributes based on the
actual states of feeling loved and healthy. Multi-attribute utility theory
postulates that, in some simple cases, the utility of a state is a weighted sum
of the utilities, U…Xl …s†† of individual attributes:
U …s† ˆ

X

Xl 2Attributes

WXl U…Xl …s††;

… 2†
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where the WXl is the weight, or intuitively, the importance or desirability of
the attribute Xl . Having the weights of the attributes explicitly represented is
convenient since it enables the tradeo s among the attributes the agent may
have to make. For example, the agent may have to give up some of its health
to improve its fame.
Emotional states can change the weights of the factors contributing to the
utility ratings in Equation 2 above.
0
Formally, these are transformations EmotTrans …D; IN† ˆ D such that
D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj; Ui;

and

0
0
D ˆ hPc …S†; A; Proj; U i:

A melancholic mood, for example, can result in the evaluation of the
0
desirability of every state to diminish: 8s 2 S : U …s† µ U…s†.
In severe depression, furthermore, no state of the world is desirable:
8s 2 S : U0 …s† ˆ 0.
Mellers et al. (1997) studied how unexpected outcomes have greater
emotional impact than expected outcomes and decision a ect theory includes
utilities, expectations, and conterfactual comparisons into hedonic responses.
Choices between risky options are considered as maximization of expected
emotional experiences such as regret, disappointment, and surprise.
Lastly, an interesting study of Buddhism as a theory of how to maximize
utility (i.e., minimize su ering in Buddhist terms) under constraints that are
internal to the agent (self-control), rather than external, is presented in Kolm
(1986). For instance, one can calculate the optimal allocation of time among
various activities, such as meditation (character modi®cation via desire
inhibition or emotion dissociation), working in order to consume, and
consumption itself.

View 3: Rationality 1 and Emotions Are Continuous
Lastly, emotions can permit action that would be inhibited if it were to
rely on logic or calculation alone.
4. Emotions Provide Us with Gut Feelings which Help Us Form Rational Beliefs
Choice, as we have seen, can be based upon beliefs. Beliefs can be formed
rationally by applying strick rule reasoning. More often than not, however,
beliefs are formed from an interaction of high reason with emotional states.
This notion is represented in Figure 2 by the dotted arrow (labeled 4) from
``A ect’’ to ``Beliefs.’’
More importantly, many pieces of information that we possess are not
consciously acknowledged (contrary to the Cartesian assumption that
introspection makes it all available as discussed earlier in this paper.
Furthermore, cognitive basis of the emotions include unconscious knowledge
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(Zajonc 1980). That is to say that emotional reactions are cues to our
unconscious assessment of a situation (Rumelhart and Lisetti 1996).
Johnson-Laird and Sha®r (1993) and Johnson-Laird and Oatley (1992)
have reminded the cognition community of the inability of logic to determine
which of an in®nite number of possible conclusions are sensible to draw given
a set of premises.
Indeed, how do people decide which path to take given some evidence?
There is not always time to consider every possible logical constraint and the
path associated with it. Emotions do not merely provide a tie-breaker in
making decisions. Rather, emotions play an essential role in learning the
biases required to construct rational reponses.
Inappropriate, ambiguous, and competing goals, on one hand, and
imperfect, disorganized, or absent knowledge, on the other hand, undermine
reason and rationality, whereas emotion may clarify or de®ne goals and
``bridge’’ information. This latter is possible because inherent in a goal is an
emotion.
For example, take when one meets someone who makes one feel vaguely
uncomfortable. One cannot necessarily formulate the belief about the person
that justi®es that emotion, but one can infer from that emotion that one has
such a belief. That belief can then serve as a premise for action as shown in
Figure 2, for example, the action not to see that person again.
5. Emotions Enable Us to Take Action once the Action Has been Chosen
From James’ 1897 account, emotions contribute to rationality by providing a feeling of certainty concerning the future, which is necessary if action
5
is to occur and the agent to proceed to implement its chosen action.
This notion is represented in Figure 2 by the dotted arrow (labeled 5)
from ``A ect’’ to the arrow connecting ``Action Choice’’ to the action itself
drawn as ``Action=E ectors.’’
People sometimes achieve a goal in part because they do not try to
maximize utility in the technical sense, or hold coherent and consistent
beliefs. With bounded capacities and limited time, people would sometimes
miss the chance to achieve a reasonably satisfying goal if they paused to
wonder whether their preference relation or their beliefs satis®ed some normative principles. They can sometimes save precious time by accepting a
plausible conclusion without examining closely the logic of the argument
(Evans et al. 1993), or by being very vague about their preferences (Zajonc
1980).
6. Emotions Are Socially Contagious
From a purely economic perspective, the market is often referred to by
traders (as opposed to academic theorists) as possessing ``moods,’’ sometimes
describing it as ``nervous,’’ ``sluggish,’’ or ``jittery’’ (Arthur 1995).
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These macro-economic moods are also a product of individuals’ personal
emotional states. If investors feel anxious about the market, they may behave
di erently than if they are relaxed and con®dent. Emotions felt by individuals
such as anxiety, surprise, excitement, or satisfaction, and even the more
pathological ones, such as hysteria, hypocondria or panic, are often at the root
of sudden economic market shifts.
Primitive emotional contagion, in which one person’s a ective state
in¯uences another’s regardless of the situation, has also been studied extensively and can provide insights as to how to model distributed arti®cial
rational 1 agents (Gurtman et al. 1990; George 1990; Hat®eld et al. 1986).
7. Emotions Are Socially Rational 1
The importance of the articulation of appropriate goals or purposes for
rational action to occur, and the contribution of emotion to this process, are
discussed in Hirshleifer (1987) and Frank (1988). Frank explains how selfinterest theory is ¯awed in its inability to discriminate between appropriate
and inappropriate means which might be used to satisfy the agent’s interests.
Evidence is provided that social morality, even though it may appear irrational, nevertheless confers real advantages in the long run.
An agent’s emotional commitment leads the individual from a narrow
concept of self-interest to a broader concept of self-interest, but the notion of
self-interest itself remains. From this perspective, simply unsel®sh, nonopportunistic, even altruistic actions in the end will yield greater material
bene®ts to the agent. Emotions provide appropriate or enhanced goals for
self-interested action, enlarging its rationality.
It has been observed that only narrowly self-interested utilitarian agents
maximize expected utility. Concerns about the variety of unethical practices
and actions that would lead to a maximal return (e.g., undetected cheating)
can motivate people to choose less than optimal options in terms of utility
function calculations, and by de®nition act irrationally Ð cheating confers
advantage, and to avoid it, therefore, avoids a means of satisfying selfinterest.
Here the ability to role-play the consequences of an action and to
anticipate the shame felt when one is caught cheating, for example, can
explain how people might act irrationally according to the traditional model,
but rationally 1 in ours. A good account of this approach is also discussed in
Barbalet, (1998), who shows how emotions are central to social order and
conformity, rationality, human rights, con¯icts of social inequalities, the
processes of social action and structural change. Other contributions point at
the role of emotions (current and anticipated ones) in the decision-making
process (Tsiros 1998; Connolly et al. 1977; Zeelenberg et al. 1998; Bohm and
P®ster 1996; Burnett and Lunsford 1994; P®ster and Bohm 1992).
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Now that we have described the various transformations that emotions
can bring to a decision-making situation, we turn to knowledge representation in order to formulate a scheme to represent the a ective information and
processes needed for such transformations to occur.

AFFECTIVE KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION (AKR) AND
DYNAMICS FOR RATIONAL1 AGENT MODELING
We created AKR to enable the design of a variety of arti®cial, autonomous (i.e., self-motivated), socially competent agents, so they can measure
and predict the emotional state of other agents, as well as be guided by their
own, should they need to make decisions. Socially intelligent autonomous
agents are applicable to a variety of ®elds, from human-computer interaction
and user-modeling (Castelfranchi et al. 1997; Hayes-Roth et al. 1998; Lisetti
et al. 1998; Lisetti and Schiano 2000; Paiva 2000; Picard et al. 2001; de Rosis
2001; Lisetti and Bianchi-Berthouze 2002; Lisetti [in press]; Hudlicka
and McNeese 2002), to education (Conati 2002), to entertainment (El-Nasr
et al. 1999), to telemedicine (Lisetti et al. 2001), to multi-agent systems
(Gmytrasiewicz and Durfee 2000) and distributed AI, and to robotics
(Sloman and Croucher 1981; Lisetti 2002; Velasquez 1999; Breazeal 1998;
Michaud et al. 2000; Murphy et al. [in press]).

A ect Taxonomy
We combined and reconciled aspects of the main current theories of
a ect, mood, and emotion (Zajonc 1984; Ortony and Turner 1990; Ekman
1993; Frijda 1986; Wierzbicka 1992) into a simpli®ed comprehensive, (but
not complete) taxonomy of a ect, mood, and emotion sketched out earlier
(Lisetti 2002). Our taxonomy of a ective states in Figure 3 is aimed at differentiating among the variety of a ective states by using values of wellde®ned componential attributes.
Personality. Personality represents characteristics of an autonomous
(i.e., self-motivated) organism that account for consistently chosen patterns
of mental reaction including behavior, emotions, and thoughts over situations and time (Mo at 1997).
As shown in Figure 3, because emotions are at the bottom of the hierarchical model, emotions do not necessarily imply speci®c personalities, since
some emotions might be experienced by di erent types of agents (arti®cial or
natural). The type of personality is inherited from the higher node in the tree,
allowing agents of di erent personality type to still experience the full range
of possible emotions, as advocated by other computational approaches
(Castelfranchi 1997).
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FIGURE 3. Hierarchical model of personality, a ect, mood, and emotion.

Furthermore, because we adopt the functional view of emotions, which
identi®es emotions as related to goals and action tendencies (such as selfpreservation, avoid negative experiences, approach enjoyable things, etc.),
our model is compatible with goal-oriented theory of personality (Carbonnell
1980).
In addition, because the interactive strategies (tit-for-tat, cheat, etc.) are
speci®ed in the model at a higher level than at the emotion level, and because
personality explicitly is represented as lasting a lifetime and not related with
any speci®c event, this approach is in agreement with other views which
emphasize the main distinction between personality (stable) and emotion
(changeable) (Castelfranchi 2000). Our approach, however, does not preclude
the notion that di erent personalities can in¯uence an agent’s propensity
toward a particular set of emotions and moods.
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A ect. A ect varies along two dimensions: valence, which can be positive
or negative (the pleasant and unpleasant dimension), and intensity, which
varies in terms of degree.
Mood. Moods are a ective phenomena encoding coarser-grained information, of longer duration than emotions (days), and without a speci®c
focus nor cause. Drug intake or hormonal level changes can alone cause
speci®c moods.
Emotion. Emotions are multimodal, physiological, and mental ®negrained a ective phenomena which are about something (e.g., a person or an
event). Emotions are changes in activation of behavioral dispositions or
transformation of dispositions to act, caused by relevant events or circumstances.
Each emotion is considered as a collection of emotion components, such
as its valence (the pleasant or unpleasant dimension) or its intensity (mild,
high, extreme), etc. Some of these can be measured via pattern recognition
techniques when referring to a human user, others can be computed by
combining the observed emotional signals and stored information known
about emotion dynamics encapsulated in the model.
In our representation, we also included the action tendency of each
emotion (Frijda 1986), which corresponds to the signal that the emotional
state experienced points to: a small and distinctive suite of action plans that
has been (evolutionarily) selected as appropriate, e.g., approach, avoid,
reject, continue, change strategy, etc.
Feeling. Feelings are the mechanisms that enable an emotion to be experienced subjectively, bringing awareness to the agent’s inner states such
that it can be conscious of them, and possibly volunteer to express them to
others.

Emotion Components
In order to address some of the di culties of the previous computational
approaches to emotion modeling pointed out by Pfeifer (1988), namely the
lack of representation of physiological and subjective parameters, we do not
split ``emotion’’ and ``cognition,’’ but rather merge them into a structure that
encapsulates simultaneously each of the three phenomena accompanying
emotions:
1. Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) arousal, signaling a ect intensity, and
valence.
2. Expression, for now only facial expression is included because our user
model uses facial information pattern recognition techniques (Lisetti and
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Schiano 2000; Lisetti and Bianchi-Berthouze 2002; Lisetti [in press]).
However, it could also include vocal and body posture.
3. Subjective experience, including cognitive appraisals (such as modal
beliefs, criteria, standards, etc.).
In an e ort to identify what makes one emotion di erent from another,
we include elements from the ``cognitive view’’ of emotions, which advocates
a componential approach (Leventhal and Scherer 1987; Frijda and Swagerman 1987; Frijda 1986; Ortony et al. 1988; Roseman et al. 1996). From this
approach, cognitive structures associated with emotions are considered to
represent the subject’s checks Ðappraisal or evaluation (Castelfranchi
2000) Ðof the events confronting them.
These checks are part of the subjective experience of emotion and can be
represented with a limited number of components. Each type of checks is
described as a unique pattern of such components, or dimension values. As
with the set of basic emotions, which varies among theories, several dimensions are often considered, but the following are found in most analyses:
valence (pleasantness or unpleasantness), intensity=urgency, agency=responsibility, novelty, controllability, modi®ability, certainty, external social
norms compatibility, and internal standards compatibility. We also included
duration and focality which di erentiate emotions from moods, for future
potential expansion modeling moods as well.
These components are listed below:
° Facial expression (happy=sad=surprised=disgusted=angry=fearful=neutral).
Used to store the facial expression associated with the emotion. Some
emotions are not associated with any speci®c facial expression (neutral), or
can vary among cultures and individuals.
° Valence (positive=negative). Used to describe the pleasant or unpleasant
dimension of an a ective state. Each a ective phenomena is associated
with a valence, except for the emotion of surprise, which can be either
positive or negative depending upon the nature of the stimulus.
° Intensity (very high=high=medium=low=very low=null). Varies in terms of
degree. The intensity of an a ective state is relevant to the importance,
6
relevance, and urgency of the message that the state carries.
° Duration (lifetime=days=minutes). Used to indicate that moods are more
muted and last longer than emotions, which is indicated by the duration
attribute measured in terms of days, as opposed to minutes in the case of
emotions; it can also be used to resolve the con¯ict between personality and
emotion by assuming that the underlying mechanisms are essentially the
same, and that only the time-course and temporal of their in¯uence varies;
personalities can be permanent and last a lifetime.
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° Focality (global=event=object). Used to indicate whether the a ective phenomena is global (the cause may not be a meaningful event, but rather a
biochemical change) as in moods in which the cause has become detached
from the felt action readiness (the cause may not be an experienced
meaningful event, but it may be biochemical); or, on the other hand, as in
emotions which are mostly about something: an event (the trigger to surprise) or an object (the object of jealousy). Globality can also di erentiate
emotions: depression from sadness, bliss from joy, anxiety from fear. In
depression the world as a whole appears devoid of intentional objects;
similarly in happiness, the environment as a whole appears tinted with
positive valence.
° Agency (self=other=nature). Used to indicate who was responsible for the
emotion, the agent itself self, or someone else other. For example, if the
agent is angry at someone, the agent parameter will point to that person;
but if the agent is depressed, agency will most likely point to self.
° Novelty (match=mismatch). Used to refer to whether a novel and unexpected stimulus occurred causing mismatch with the subject’s expectations regarding the stimulus triggered.
° Intentionality (other=self=unspeci®ed ). Used to refer to whether the triggering event is perceived as caused by some live intending agent. In anger,
it is other, whereas in self-hatred and guilt, it is self.
° Controllability (probability distribution). Used to refer to how much the
agent believes she, he, or it can control the current situation. Controllability is the component that turns danger from threat into challenges and,
therefore, negative into positive emotion. Change from angry protest to
despair and resignation can be interpreted as a consequence of the fact that
uncontrollability gradually drawns. Daniels and Guppy (1997) shows that
people with negative emotional symptoms tend to shift to a more external
locus of control, such as feeling that their fate is controlled by external
circumstances rather than by themselves. This is represented by the controllability component set to none.
° Modi®ability (probability distribution). Used to refer to duration and time
perspective, or to the judgment that a course of events is capable of
changing. Modi®ability carries with it the past, in the sense that what has
been for a long time may well be forever. It can also apply to current
events, e.g., su ering a situation as if it will never end or a feeling of selfcon®dence.
° Certainty (certain=uncertain=non-uncertain). Used to refer to anticipation
of e ects to come, and how (subjectively) certain the subject is about the
consequences of the situation. For example, joy implies absence of uncertainty (uncertainty about how friends will respond takes away the joy of
going to meet them), yet the aspect of certainty is implicit (hence our three
values).
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° Legitimacy (yes, no). Used to indicate whether the emotion is experienced
as a legitimate state.
° External (social) norm (compatible=uncompatible). Used to refer to whether
the event (usually an action) conforms to social norms, cultural conventions, or expectations of signi®cant other.
° Internal (self) standard (compatible=uncompatible). Used to refer to whether
the event (usually an action) is consistent with internalized personal standards as part of the self concept or ideal self.
° Action tendency. Identi®es the most appropriate (suite of) actions to be
taken from that emotional state.
° Causal chain. Identi®es the causation of a stimulus event (described next).
The summary of the list of components associated with their possible
values is shown in Table 1.

Functional Attributes and Action Tendencies
From the Darwinian categorical theory of emotions (Darwin 1872),
emotions can be discretely categorized. Emotions are considered as mental
and physiological processes, caused by the perception of general categories of
event, that elicits internal and external signals and a matching suite of action
plans. This Darwinian perspective proposes that bridging the gaps of
rationality becomes possible if many speci®c emotional states are mapped
into a few broad classes of reaction, or action tendencies.
Action tendency. Emotions which are called ``primary’’ or ``basic’’ are
such in the sense that they are considered to correspond to distinct and
elementary forms of action tendency. Each ``discrete emotion’’ calls into
readiness a small and distinctive suite of action plans that has been selected as
appropriate when in the current emotional state. Thus, in broadly de®ned
recurring circumstances that are relevant to goals, each emotion prompts
both the individual and the group in a way that has been evolutionarily more
successful than alternative kinds of prompting.
The number and choice of what is called basic or primary emotions vary
among various emotion theories, and we have selected the ones that seem to
reoccur consistently across emotion theories. Their associated action tendency are listed in the Table 2.
The emotional signal that is sent when a sub-goal is achieved acts to
prompt the individual to continue with the current direction of action,
whereas the signal sent when a goal is lost, indicates a need to change the
course of action, or to disengage from the goal. Ensuing actions can be
communicated to others in the same social group, which in turn, can have
emotional consequences for these other individuals too.
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TABLE 1 Each Component has a set of Possible Component Values. Some Component Values are
Expressed as a Range of Scalars for Clarity Sake, but they Actually Correspond to Probability
Distributions. The Default Value for Duration is set to minutes for Emotion, for Certainty to
non-uncertain, and for the other Components it is Unspec.
Emotion components:
Emotion label:

Facial expression:
Valence:
Intensity/urgency:
Duration:
Focality:
Agency:
Novelty:
Controllability:
Modi®ability:
Certainty:
External norm:
Internal standard:
Action tendency:

Pre-de®ned emotional categories
Component values:
Frustration, relief, disappointment, surprise, amazement, fear, anger,
indignation, shock, hurt, remorse, guilt, shame, humiliation, embarrassment,
pride, sadness, distress, sorrow, grief, despair, joy, contentment, excitement,
satisfaction, happiness, interest, disgust, indi erence=boredom
Happy, sad, surprised, disgusted, fearful, angry, neutral, unspec.
Positive, negative, unspec.
Very high, high, medium, low, very low, none, unspec.
Minutes (default), days, lifetime
Event, object, global, unspec.
Self, other, nature, unspec.
Match, mismatch, unspec.
High, medium, low, none, unspec.
High, medium, low, none, unspec.
Certain, uncertain, non-uncertain (default)
Compatible, incompatible, unspec.
Compatible, incompatible, unspec.
Change strategy, reorient=interrupt, avoid, approach, remove obstacle, free
activate, inactivate, excite, attend, reject, nonattend, retain control, regain
control, submit, prepare, chunkdown

Emotion Beliefs and Causal Chains
We adapted the semantic meta-de®nitions of emotion concepts developed
by Wierzbicka using language independent primitives (Wierzbicka 1992) to
create the causal chain.
Causal chain. A causal chain of events describes the subjective cognitive
experience components, which are associated with the emotion, the beliefs,
the goals, and their achievement or lack of. These in turn can also be formalized as shown by Castelfranchi (2000). Some examples are shown at the
bottom of Table 3.

Putting It All Together into Probabilistic Frames
We use the formal probabilistic frame-based representation scheme
described in Koller and Pfe er (1998), which integrates the classical framerepresentation systems (Minsky 1975) (limited because of their inability to
deal with uncertainty), and Bayesian networks (limited in their ability to
handle complex structured domains). This approach preserves the advantages of both schemes and adds to them by allowing uncertainty over the set
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TABLE 2 Action Tendency Table
Action tendency

End state

Function

Approach

Access

Avoid
Attend
Reject
Agnostic
Interrupt
Free activate
Inactivity
Inhibit=prepare

Own inaccessibility
Identi®cation
Removal of object
Removal of obstruction
Reorientation
Action tendency’s end state
Action tendency’s end state
Absence of response

Permitting consummatory
activity
Protection
Orientation
Protection
Regain of control
Reorientation
Generalized readiness
Recuperation
Caution

Emotion
Desire
Fear
Interest
Disgust
Anger
Shock, surprise
Joy
Contentment
Anxiety

of entities present in the model, and uncertainty about the relationships
between these entities.
Each emotion is encapsulated into a frame, each emotion feature or
component is allocated a slot, each of which may have slot values (or ®llers).
A slot represents a binary relation on frames: if the ®ller of slot A in frame X
is Y, then the relation A(X,Y) holds. Slots can be multi-valued or singlevalued. Each slot in a frame may have associated facets. A facet is a ternary
relation: if the facet value F on slot A in frame X is Y, then the relation F(X,
A, Y) holds. A standard facet is value-type, which speci®es a value restriction
on the values of a slot.
The advantage of this representation, as shown in Table 3, is that it
allows for all the components of emotion to be represented and associated
with probabilistic values given the uncertain nature of some of these. For
example, an agent might be fairly certain about the agent responsible for the
frustration: agency is associated with other by a 1.0 probability of certainty.
The agent, however, could be fairly uncertain about whether it has control
over the current situation, expressed with the probability distribution for
certainty shown in Table 3.

A Markov Model of Emotional States Dynamics
Now that we have described how each emotional state is associated with
a set of features or components, let us turn to the dynamics between these
various states. A dynamic model of the possible transitions between various
states can not only assist our system in identifying the agent’s current state
when, say, pattern recognition processes fail to recognize it, but it can also
assist in predicting an agent’s most probable future emotional state given its
current state.
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TABLE 3 Probabilistic Frame for Frustration
Frustration
Emotion components:
Simple slot: emotion label ˆ frustration
Facet: type string
Multivalued complex slot: facial expression
Facet: type {happy, dad, surprised, disgusted, fearful, angry, neutral, unspeci®ed}
Facet: distribution {0.0, 0.2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.6, 0.1, 0.1}
Simple slot: valence ˆ negative
Facet: type positive, negative, unspeci®ed
Multivalued slot: intensity
Facet: type {very high, high, medium, low, very low, none, unspeci®ed}
Facet distribution {0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1, 0.15}
Simple slot: duration ˆ minutes
Facet: type {minutes, days, lifetime}
Multivalued complex slot focality
Facet: type{event, object, global, unspeci®ed}
Facet: distribution {0.1, 0.9, 0.0, 0.0}
Multivalued complex slot: agency
Facet: type {self, other, nature, unspeci®ed}
Facet: distribution {0.0, 1, 0.0, 0.0}
Multivalued complex slot: novelty
Facet: type {match, mismatch, unspeci®ed}
Facet: distribution {0.45, 0.45, 0.1}
Multivalued complex slot: controllability
Facet: type {high, medium, low, none, unspeci®ed}
Facet distribution {0.1, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.0}
Multivalued complex slot: modi®ability
Facet: type {high, medium, low, none, unspeci®ed}
Facet: distribution {0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 03, 0.1}
Multivalue complex slot certainty
Facet: type {certain, uncertain, non-uncertain}
Facet: distribution {0.4, 0.3, 0.3}
Simple slot external norm ˆ unspeci®ed
Facet: type {compatible, incompatible, unspeci®ed}
Multivalue slot: Internal Standard
Facet: type {compatible, incompatible, unspeci®ed}
Facet: distribution {0.6, 0.25, 0.15}
Multivalued complex slot: action tendency
Facet: type {change strategy, reorient=interrupt, . . . ,avoid}
Facet: distribution {1,0, 0.0, . . . ,0.0}
Causal Chain:
I want to do something
I can’t do this
because of this I feel bad
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External Event as Inputs
We use Markov Models to represent various emotional states dynamics.
Picard (1997) introduced this notion earlier. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, we
can represent with a Markov Model a process that goes through a series of
states. The model describes all the possible paths through the state space and
assigns a probability to each one. The probability of transitioning from the
current state to another one depends only on the current state, not on any
prior part of the path.
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is even more useful in our case
because it is just like a Markov Model except that each state has a probability
distribution of possible outputs, and the same output can appear in more
than one state.
We are adapting the idea to various speci®c contextual situations and
applications that we are particularly interested in: driver’s safety and patient’s
telemedicine (Lisetti et al. 2001). We believe this representation will prove
useful because we can identify a ®nite set of possible emotional states, with
their corresponding probabilities, in well-known contexts. The probability
that a depressed patient goes from a state of depression to feeling ecstatic
from one moment to the next is very low. On the other hand, we can expect a
frustrated driver to become increasingly angry, if the stress of driving in New
York City is added to some existing stress. Once enraged, his or her chances
to move into a calm or contented state should also be expected to be very low.
This is the intuition behind our model, which will then make it possible to
predict and model humans or agents in a speci®c set of circumstances.
Internal Beliefs as Inputs
Finally, we want to point out that an individual’s emotions can change in
regard to an event, and these changes may be the result of their own e orts,
not simply the result of an independent process directed by external events or
social rules. Emotional changes indeed occur as a result of a number of
processes, involving emotion dynamics rather than simply outside circumstances or the force of culture.
For example, one may experience guilt about being angry, or depression
about feeling responsible. Emotional patterns can be transformed and
changed as a result of external circumstances, or internal realizations, which
in turn provoke further emotions. In our example, when and if one realizes
that the experience of being angry was indeed justi®ed, the feeling of being
guilty about being angry vanishes. Similarly the feeling of being depressed
about feeling responsible would vanish with the understanding of one’s true
lack of responsibility.
The ®rst change would occur when one speci®c component of the anger
emotion, namely legitimacy, is updated from its previous negative value to
a positive one. The second change would occur when one updates the
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FIGURE 4. Driver’s Markov Model.

agency attribute of the responsible feeling from self to other. Another
example of such a displacement of current emotions is found when love
turns to duty.

CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed directions in which rational 1 intelligent agents can be
modeled so as to include the role of a ect in their decision making. We have
proposed a formalization of these roles in terms of emotional transformations. We have also created an A ective Knowledge Representation (AKR)
scheme which should prove useful for future work in this area. Finally we
have sketched a Markov Model approach to emotional state dynamics
which, we hope, will be expanded upon.
Much work in the new area of A ective Computing is still needed as we
slowly exit the Dark Ages of Cartesianism. We hope this article has
accomplished its goal of starting a discussion as how to fully reincorporate
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FIGURE 5. Depressed patient Markov Model.

the role of a ect in rationality 1 . We have talked about normative and
descriptive models of decision making. We have said nothing about prescriptive models of decision making, which could potentially assist humans in
making better decisions. We believe that prescriptive models will become
possible to implement once we have arrived at more descriptive ones: for this,
a ect needs to be acknowledged.

NOTES
1. Many of the ideas exposed in this article originated from discussions which took place when Lisetti
attended the Economics and Cognition Workshop 1996 at the Santa Fe Institute, New Mexico, USA;
see (Lisetti 1996) and (Lisetti 1997b).
2. Applied to theories of the economy, these assumptions give rise to two di erent approaches: one based
principally on choice theory, which deduces choice from their preferences, and the other is based on
revealed preference theory, which from choice induces the preference which motivated the choice.
3. This article focuses principally on the role of emotions in decision making, but for a fuller list of other
interactions of emotion with cognition (e.g., memory, communication, etc.), see the panel discussion in
this issue.
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4. Incidently, the in¯uence of moods and emotions on perception is paralleled with similar ®ndings about
the in¯uence of moods on memory: we recall an event better when we are in the same mood as when
learning occured (Bower 1982).
5. It can be noted, however, that James had originally denied any content to emotion, describing them as
purely physiological events (James 1884; 1894).
6. In natural organisms, valence and intensity are signaled by the activity of the autonomic nervous
system, along the physiological dimension generated by the body proper, and do not necessarily involve
the cognitive apparatus. They are available as early as the coarse level of a ect (vs. emotion or mood).
Hence, our model is consistent with Zajonc’s theory on the primacy of a ect (Zajonc 1980).
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